
Abstract-In this paper, we have presented the design, implementation and comparison result of Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm and Normalized LMS (NLMS) algorithm using a 4 channel microphone array for noise reduction as well as speech enhancement. Adaptive sub band Generalized Side lobe Canceller (GSC) beam former has been used for experiment and analysis. Tested results were done by using one speech signal and a small number of noise sources. The side lobe canceller was evaluated with the adaptation of LMS and NLMS. The overall development of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) has been determined from the input and output powers of signal and noise, with signal only as input and noise, as input to the GSC. The NLMS algorithm considerably improves speech quality with noise suppression levels of up to 13 dB, while the LMS algorithm is giving up to 10 dB. In different ways of SNR measure was under various types of blocking matrix, step sizes and various noise locations. The whole process will be used for hands free telephony, video conferencing etc. in a noisy environment. 
Index Terms-

I. INTRODUCTION
Some difficult voice applications, like as video conferencing and sensible rooms, can use microphones which will be several meters away from the speakers. Under these conditions, recorded signals are harshly degraded by noise and echo, and a few kinds of processing is sometimes necessary to improve the speech signal [1] . Adaptive beam formation based on a GSC has been widely thought of due to its effectiveness and ease in accomplishing multiple shaped linearly restricted and to some extent adaptable forms. Nevertheless, many reports show that adaptive beam formers based on GSC are often very sensitive to steering angle misalignments and weight vectors [2] .
The main contributions of this paper are comparable of LMS and Normalized LMS algorithm for noise reduction as well as speech enhancement with the help of sub band GSC beam forming. 
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
A. Fundamentals of sub band
If a desire system state is labeled as {Xk; k = 0, 1,. . }, Where Xk ∈ {0, 1}d is a Boolean vector with dimension dthe representation network of the discrete time k, activation / inactivation state of genes containing Xk components in the present case of a genes regulator network.
The situation is assumed to be updated and witnessed separately. Non-linear time signal through the following model:
Where the Yk is a vector and observation noise vk, which is using for measurement. "⊕" specifies the component wise modulation-2. Noise processes {nk vk; k = 1, 2,. . .}. It is assumed to be "white" in the sense which is uncorrelated each other [3] .
We used additive white Gaussian noise like as random and it was mixed with different SNR (5dB, 10dB, 12dB) for measure the overall SNR development.
When the entire band signal is split into sub bands, sample it at a lower rate because of the reduced bandwidth. The resulting separate sub-bands may be individually processed in the post-processing, like as audio coding. Using the synthesis filter bank to a full band system output at the base sampling rate these sub band signal processing can be reconstructed. Different sampling rates are often used in different parts of the system; they are called as multi-rate filter bank.
There are 2 main advantages when using sub band adaptive beam forming. First one is the convergence speed which was happening because of the pre-whitening result of the subband decomposition and another one is in reduced computational complexity due to a lower sampling rate at the decimated sub-bands. Fig. 2 summarizes the overview of the whole system process. Here, label 'A' are the analysis filter banks (with the down sampling) and the block labeled 'S' are the synthesis filter bank [5] .
B. Problem Formulation and Algorithm
Our main target is to extract better SNR as well as speech enhancement in a noisy environment with using of LMS and NLMS algorithm where from a signal source is emitting a voice signal which was situated at in front and middle of microphones and noise was taken from right, left or other positions. 
C. Formulation of the LMS and NLMS algorithm
LMS algorithm: LMS algorithm's equations can be summarized in the following ways;
Where, μ is the step size parameter which controls the convergence properties of the LMS algorithm [6] . NLMS algorithm: The Normalized LMS (NLMS) introduces a variable adaptation rate which improves the convergence speed in a non-static environment [6] .
(Where "*" represents the conjugate value and " " is the normalized step size with 0 < < 2)
III. GSC AND OVERVIEW OF THE FULL SYSTEM
The Generalized Side lobe Canceller (GSC) is a simplified type of the Frost algorithm, presented by Griffiths and Jim about ten years after the first Frost document was published [6] . They proposed an alternate but effective implementation of the LCMV beam former, which is called the CGC. The GSC will be thought of as a system to transform the restricted minimization problem into an unrestricted one [4] .
In Fig. 4 , the structure consists of two parts called the top and bottom part. At the top components is usually known as the fixed beam former and the bottom consists of adaptive section together with the blocking matrix [8] . For these Ws, the BM outputs are calculated as the matrix product of the BM and the current input matrix data.
The whole beam former output, y [n] , is computed as the following way:
Where Wk[n] is the k th column of the tap weight matrix W and zk[n] is the k th blocking matrix output and they have the same length matrix. In the adaptive filters weight updated using the LMS algorithm with reference signal as y[n]
(Where "*" represents the conjugate value)
When we used NLMS algorithm in the GSC, weight update equation is like as below:
In the form of matrix, the blocking matrix formulated as below:
Where we have
If the signal of interest comes from the wide side, it will not be possible to undergo such an above blocking matrix. The zero response shaped by the side block matrix will have a wider lobe width with the increase of S [4] .
The general sub band adaptive filter system (SAF) as shown in Fig. 5 , where the input signal and the desired signal are divided into sub-bands decimated by analysis filter banks and then with the adaptive filters of Sub band as Windowed Discrete Fourier Transform (WDFT), which runs at a much lower rate compared to the original full-band system used to estimate the required sub-band signals using the sub band input signals. The resulting sub band error signals are reconstructed into a full band error signal by a bank of synthesis filters [4] . The WDFT of x[n] can be achieved as [9] 
Where, wi= 2 , i=0…N-1, and S[n] is a window function.
In the framework of filter banks, X [m,wi] can be regarded as the i:th sub band signal.
The inverse WDFT is usually given as 
IV. SUB BAND ADAPTIVE GSC
We can employ a GSC at every set of sub-bands for beam forming when we are capable to know the direction of arrival the signal and noise. The structure is shown in below Fig. 6 . In the above GSC, It was limited to using the same number of the analysis filter bank when the microphones number M will be same as well as the same number of GSC's as sub band number K. We have to divide each microphone signal into sub bands and implement a GSC to each of the responding sub bands. The computational load of the system will be high when the number of microphone arrays as well as sub band is high [4] . After implementing fractional time delay filtering in each of the microphones then signal was captured which is mixed up with noise [5] . After receiving all the microphone signal with white noise, then we divided every sensor signal into sub bands and apply a GSC to each of the corresponding sub bands for the comparison of SNR improvement of speech signal. In the adaptive section of the SGC, the algorithm LMS and NLMS were implemented for noise reduction [5] . 
V. SYSTEM DESIGN
A. System Block Diagram
VII. CONCLUSION
In the above discussion, we have presented the analysis and comparison between LMS and NLMS algorithm for speech enhancement as well as noise suppression. To acquire the target we have used main signal mixed with noise signals. The overall signals were divided into sub bands and transferred every sub bands into GSC. In the adaptive unit of GSC's, noise reductions were done by using LMS and NLMS algorithm. In the GSC's section, we have used different blocking matrix and SNR measurement has been taken on basis of the matrixes and comparative SNR result which was already shown on the graph. By using the NLMS and LMS algorithm, noise suppression levels up to 13 dB and about 10 dB. High SNR improvement has been shown while low SNR mixed up with the input signal.
